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Is the Spanish Sailing Federation lying regarding their decisive vote in favor of kiteboarding?
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We have three main reasons that drive us to dig a little bit more on the issue of the Spanish vote in favor of ditching the windsurf from the 2016 Olympics 

and substituting it with kiteboarding.

First of all, it is by no means a purely Spanish issue. It’s not about whether a national championship will be held in Valencia or Barcelona and its 

repercussions go well beyond the country’s borders and deeply affect one of the world’s most popular watersports.

Secondly, it was a decisive vote that tipped the balance in favor of the kites and against the windsurf. Had the Spanish delegate voted what he was supposed 

to vote, always according to the official line of the country’s federation, the two disciplines would have tied at 18 votes each and windsurf would have 

retained its status of Olympic discipline.

Last, but certainly not least, Spain is the only national authority to have publicly stated that its representative was “confused” and didn’t understand what he 

was voting for. Gerardo Seeliger, according to the press release, was meant to give his vote to the windsurf but due to some error he did the contrary and the 

rest is history.

On Sunday we were contacted by the press officer of the Spanish Federation, Neus Jordi. Regarding Seeliger’s vote, she repeated the press release, stating 

again that it was the result of a “confusion”. According to her, Seeliger was absolutely convinced he had voted in favor of the windsurf but realized his 

“error” only when the official voting list was published by ISAF.

According to reports we had received, Seeliger had given a speech in favor of kiteboarding prior to the vote and had Gerardo Pombo, President of the 

Spanish federation, sitting behind him during the meeting. The information regarding the speech was also confirmed by the federation spokeswoman. 

However, according to her, Seeliger’s speech was in favor of adding it, together with windsurf and not in substitution of it. If the two disciplines can coexist, 

the Spanish federation would be in favor of it but opposed to windusrf getting dropped. It appears, according to the Spanish federation, that Seeliger thought 

that what was voted was the addition of kiteboard.
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Gerardo Seeliger advises his business students to "lead by example" and be "meticulous" but the 

Spanish Sailing Federation portrays him as someone that gets confused in a simple vote over two 

options 

Again, it is extremely difficult to believe that a person with Seeliger’s credentials and qualifications would make such a childish mistake. The federation 

spokeswoman couldn’t clarify what the voting procedure was and where Seeliger erred. However, she wouldn’t put us in contact with Seeliger stating that he 

wasn’t allowed to talk to the media. The only one allowed to publicly talk on the issue is her and nobody else, as she stated. We can’t understand why he 

shouldn’t be allowed to clarify the situation, after all, he was the only one out of all the delegates to get “confused”.

There are two additional issues that make us doubt about the sincerity of the Spanish federation. First of all, reliable sources informed us that Spain’s 

kiteboarders were convened in Santander in order to be informed about the federation’s decision to support kiteboarding, a week before the vote. Secondly, it 

is a known fact that both Gerardo Pombo and Gerardo Seeliger wanted to include kiteboarding in the Santander ISAF World Cup in 2014. The logic behind 

the vote was that they wanted to show their support to kiteboarding, in order to try it, but didn’t think it would win the vote last week.

This website has no vetted interests in any of the two disciplines. We don’t carry any advertizer directly or indirectly related to either windsurf or 

kiteboarding and we have to admit we have barely covered either of these disciplines. As a result, we don’t have any reason to be in favor of one or the other. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to understand why the Spanish Sailing Federation would lie about their vote…
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1. linda Says:
May 17th, 2012 at 10:01 pm

I am not aware of the technicalities but why does one sport have to substitute another. Why can’t they ADD Kitesurfing?

2. Fred Says:
May 19th, 2012 at 6:59 am

To just add kite boarding would require adding another medal to yachting and the IOC does not want to do that. Limitations in all summer sports 

participation started about 15 to 20 years ago as the sheer size of the games got out of control. The summer games are something like 3 to 4 times 

bigger than the winter games, tons more atheletes, thus making it incredibly expensive for the host country. The IOC has been imposing limits on most 

sports for a while now and requiring atheletes to meet qualification criteria based on previous results– hence you will no longer see Jamacian bobsled 

teams or small Carribean Island sailors at the games unless the are good enough to qualify. This is also why sailing is always bows to what they think 

the IOC wants because it would eliminate a large expense if they just cut sailing out altogether. Then they could reallocate those medals to more 

viewer friendly sports and generate more revenue.
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